Figure 1: The OCTVis interface. Topic models are juxtaposed side by side, allowing comparison of topic alignment to a domain ontology (top) and of document-topic distributions (far left and right). The ontology facet (top) provides a high level overview of domain-specific ontology concepts, supporting nuanced topic model evaluation (e.g., topic cohesion, segregation) situated within the context of the text domain. A document's keywords (bottom) of a selected pair of topics are highlighted if they belong to the left model's topic, right model's topic, or are shared. Parallel buddy plots (grey) compare relative distances between documents across both models.
INTRODUCTION
Topic modeling is a natural language processing (NLP) technique that identifies topics in a set of texts, or corpus [6] . The resulting topic models can provide informative and concise summaries of the content of large corpora, which can support their exploration and analysis in diverse domains such as health care [7] and education [22] . However, evaluation of topic modeling results is challenging because automatic evaluation metrics, like topic coherence [24] , at best weakly correlate with human judgments of quality [8, 9] . Thus, human-in-the-loop evaluation is needed for improving the model, as shown in prior work [1, 9, 14, 21] . This paper presents OCTVis (Ontology-based Comparison of Topics), a visual comparison framework for exploring results from topic models, which aims to improve the communication between domain experts and NLP researchers in formative evaluation of topic models. OCTVis supports inter-model comparison by incorporating topic alignment visualizations, along with a novel ontology view, which provides domain specific concepts for interpreting topics in a particular domain. For further exploration of the dataset, display of per-document topic distributions and buddy plots allow comparison of topics, texts, and shared keywords at the document level.
A use case study in the healthcare domain provides some initial evidence for OCTVis potential. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first user evaluation of an interface for comparing topic models.
DATA AND TASK ABSTRACTIONS
By following the standard information visualization methodology [19] , we base the design of OCTVis on abstracted data and task models. The data model describes text corpora, topic models, and ontologies, while the task model outlines key comparison tasks to enhance qualitative evaluation and understanding of ontology-based topic models.
Data model
OCTVis is designed to support the comparison of two topic models for the same corpus. The data model includes: the set of documents in the corpus, two topic models, and a domain specific ontology.
Text often consists of many topics; a news article about electric cars could cover battery technologies, government incentives, the environment, and so on. A topic model dataset can be represented as multiple tables. One table stores topics (attributes) per document (row), assigning a quantitative value representing the strength of that topic for that particular document [20] . For probabilistic methods like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] , each value in this table is the specific probability, P(t|d), that the attribute topic t (column) occurs given the document d (row). For each document, we can also assign topics to subdivisions of text, most commonly per word. We have a table for each document where each row represents a word occurring in the document (or corpus) and a quantitative weight for that word associated with each topic (in LDA, this is the probability of a word w occurring given a particular topic t, P(w|t)).
Although most topic modeling techniques automatically generate labels for the extracted topics (e.g., most likely words from the topic in LDA), there often exist pre-defined labels for topics and subtopics within particular lexical domains, known as ontologies. These ontologies are hierarchical networks of categories and relationships that classify terms used in a particular domain. In our work, we use the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Semantic Network [17] , a top-level ontology for all UMLS concepts, as a source for our domain-specific medical terminology In general, ontologies exist that cover most domains (e.g., [3, 16, 18] ).
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for derived data: ontology mapping, topic alignment, an example of a topic metric computation (topic segregation), and document distances.
for each word w j in the corpus do 3: assign w j to a concept if a mapping exists 4: (based on an ontology labeler, MetaMap for the UMLS in this paper) 5: for each concept c i do 6: for each topic t k (in both models) do 7: weight(t k , c i ) ← 0 8: for word w j mapped to c i do 9: weight(t k , c i ) ← weight(t k , c i ) + P(w j |t k ) 10: procedure COMPUTETOPICALIGNMENT 11: for each topic t j in model A do 12: for each topic t k in model B do 13: alignment = sim(t j ,t k ) 14: procedure COMPUTETOPICSEGREGATION 15: for each topic t j in model X do 16: for each topic t k in model X do 17: compute sim(t j ,t k ) 18: rawSegregation ← mean sim(t j ,t k ) for all other t k 19: segregation ← normalized rawSegregation to sum to 1 over model X 20: procedure COMPUTEDOCUMENTDISTANCES 21: for each document d i in the corpus do 22: for each document d j in the corpus do 23: distance(d i , d j ) ← sim(p(t|d i ), p(t|d j )) Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code to derive the data model, assuming that the two topic models to be compared have been already generated. 1 This process involves the four steps below. 1 All the procedures here are specified for an LDA model with conditional probabilities P(t|d) and P(w|t). For non-LDA topic models, corresponding weights connecting topics to documents and words to topics should be used.
[Lines 1-9] Each model is mapped into the ontology. First, [lines [2] [3] [4] words in the corpus are mapped into the ontology with MetaMap [2] , a toolkit that automatically codes text with the UMLS semantic types. For instance, "I need running clothes" would be coded as "I need running [Daily or Recreational Activity] clothes [Manufactured Object]". After that, [lines 5-9] we compute the strength of a mapping between a topic t k and an ontology concept c i . Note that this algorithm processes each concept independently, without leveraging the hierarchical structure of the ontology.
[Lines 10-13], following Alexander and Gleicher [1] , we compute a mapping (i.e., alignment) between topics in the two topic models as the cosine similarity between their probability distribution of a word occurring given a particular topic, p(w|t).
[Lines 14-19, we derive quantitative topic metrics per topic, including topic segregation (how well separated topics are), topic cohesion, and topic stability (see next section for details).
[Lines 20-23], we compute document distances within each topic model. For each pair of documents in the corpus, we compute their relative distance using the cosine similarity between their documenttopic distributions.
Task model
The high-level goal of OCTVis is twofold: (i) assist communication between an NLP researcher and a domain expert during formative evaluation of topic modeling methods, and (ii) assist an NLP researcher in the development of these novel techniques. The process of refining these goals into a hierarchy of user analytic tasks to drive the interface design was based on principles from existing literature on visualizing comparisons [1, 13] and topic modeling analytics [5, 10, 12] , as well as an informal iterative collection of user requirements from NLP and domain experts (including the authors), through brainstorming sessions and unstructured interviews.
In essence, the interface needs to support comparative evaluation of topic models based on task-driven metrics for topic model quality. This assessment can be decomposed into four key qualitative and quantitative metrics used to build a formal analytic task model.
Evaluative metrics
Topic segregation: relies on the intuition that an ideal topic model should have topics with little word or semantic overlap. While word overlap is easy to compute, semantic overlap is a more difficult problem. The interface should allow the users to gauge the semantic distance between topics qualitatively, by looking for duplicate words, synonyms and similar/related words shared across topics.
Topic coherence: The quality of a topic model depends on the quality of its topics. Essentially, words within a topic should share some overall semantic relatedness. This idea is captured by well defined quantitative metrics, like topic coherence [10] , normalized pointwise mutual information [5] , and topic stability [12] .
Topic model comprehensiveness: measures how thoroughly the model covers the topics appearing in the corpus. This is very difficult to measure without a human-centred gold standard, because it requires understanding the entire corpus.
Topic assignment quality: A topic model should also map well both to ontology concepts and at the document level, in the sense of creating a meaningful middle level between the two. An ideal topic model is well situated both within the context of its text domain (and should map well to an ontology) and of individual documents (i.e. topics should reflect the actual text in each document).
Tasks
With these evaluative metrics in mind, we built a hierarchy of user analytic tasks for comparing ontology-based topic models. Here, we provide a summary of our task framework. Please refer to our supplementary material for the complete task list.
Evaluating overall topic model quality (TM) and individual topic quality (TQ): Throughout exploration of topic models, tasks for high-level comparison between the topic models (TM), as well as tasks evaluating quality of individual topics relative to one another (TQ), remain instrumental for understanding how and why topic models differ. These tasks include comparing topic model specificity, topic coverage, comprehensiveness, segregation, and coherence.
Assessing topic alignment (TA) and ontology mapping quality (O): Alignment between topics (TA) is a principle concern of topic model comparison. Tasks involving topic alignment across models include identifying the most similar and different topics across models, identifying which topic of a highly aligned pair better captures the underlying topic in the corpus, and whether one model is more coarse-grained or fine-grained than another.
Moreover, assessing the quality of mappings from topics to a domain ontology (O) is key in situating each topic model within the context of the text domain the corpus belongs to. Ontology mappings can inform topic model expectations (for instance, if a topic is strongly mapped to concepts "Pharmacologic Substance" and "Clinical Drug", we expect it to cover keywords and documents relating to drugs and medicine), suggest topic alignment (if concepts are prevalent across both models), indicate topic differences (if a concept is strongly mapped to one model's topics but not the other model's topics, it can be a red flag to investigate further differences in topic coherence, segregation, and even missed topics), and inform the quality of the ontology itself (if users identify concepts such as "Biologic Function" that might be more informative if broken down into "Physiologic" and "Pathologic Function", updating our ontology mapping in our framework will better facilitate ontologybased comparisons).
Exploring and comparing documents (DD, DT, DW): Finally, there remain a diverse array of tasks involving documents themselves. These include comparing document distances (DD) and how topic models cluster documents differently, exploring the document topic distribution (DT) to identify key topics and documents of interest for fine-grained comparison, and comparing document keywords (DW) within aligned topics across models.
ONTOLOGY-BASED COMPARISON OF TOPICS (OCTVIS)
Our proposed solution 2 , shown in Figure 1 , uses two linked views to assist in all the comparison tasks captured by our task model. To support our topic-centred tasks, a high-level topic-centred facet presents the topics from two topic models with their alignment, as well as the mappings from an existing ontology's concepts to each topic (top of Fig. 1 ). For more in-depth, document-centred tasks, a document-centred facet (below in Fig. 1 ) shows topic distributions per document, relative document similarities, as well as supporting exploration of each individual document. We now describe and justify most of the basic encodings used in OCTVis. For a detailed illustration of such encodings and the corresponding interactive techniques, we defer to the video associated with this paper.
Ontology Mapping: This builds on the solution presented in [1] to compare two topic models by juxtaposition, with a parallelcoordinates facet showing alignment between topics with color, line width, and opacity all redundantly encoding the alignment strength.
Here (see top-center of Fig. 1 ), a vertical list of ontology concepts is inserted between the two topic models with a parallel-coordinate on each side of the list connecting each ontology concept with each topic within that side's topic model. The strength of each alignment between ontology concept and topic is computed as described in Section 2.1. Concepts in the list are sorted in descending order of combined strength from both topic models, so more frequent concepts are higher on the list than less frequent ones. Each topic is visualized as a word cloud to show topic keywords, with their strength encoded by font size [23] . Additional computed per-topic metrics (Section 2.2.1), such as topic coherence, are encoded with aligned horizontal bars beside each topic node. 2 Source code: http://github.com/humfuzz/octvis
The order of the concept list and the concept mapping support ontology-based comparisons (O) like finding the most frequent concept per-topic and finding prevalent concepts within both or one topic model. Using the topic mappings and topic keywords, users can assess the informativeness of these concepts as well as whether they make sense within the context of the corpus.
Topic Alignment: The list of ontology concepts can be toggled off to show a direct alignment between the two topic models. Topic keywords and per-topic metrics are still presented beside each topic node, as in the ontology alignment view. Showing topic keywords beside topics supports the tasks of evaluating the quality of matched topics (TA): users can determine how well two topics match based on the computed alignment scores, compare the quality of the match using the topic keywords, as well as compare similarities and differences across model topics, between computed matches and nonmatches. As well, users can evaluate individual topic quality (TQ) based on their understanding of the topic given the keywords, computed per-topic metrics, and through comparison between matched topics. For instance, users can use the topic keywords along with the computed metric bars to evaluate whether these measured metrics agree with human qualitative measures.
Document-centred comparison: Below each topic model's topics, we display a document-topic heatmap representing the distribution of topics within each document in the corpus (DT), expanding on prior work in document-centred comparison [1] (see Figure 1 bottom left and right). Each row represents a single document, and each column represents a topic from the above model. Within the heatmap, the saturation and lightness of the field encodes the strength of that topic (column) within that document (row). A checkerboard background hint relates the mapping from each column to each topic's keywords (see Figure 1 for these background hints).
To explore topic models at the document level (DW), single documents are displayed in the centre of the interface, similar to interactive topic modeling techniques presented by El-Assady et al. [11] . The user can select one topic from each of the two models and the strongest keywords for the selected topic are highlighted in the document view.
To support the comparison of document distances (DD), we adapt the parallel buddy plot encoding introduced by Alexander and Gleicher [1] . On each side of a topic model's document-topic heatmap, a buddy plot facet can be toggled to compare relative document distances in both models (see Figure 1 bottom left and right). Each line corresponds to a document, and the circles represent every other document's relative distance to the reference document. Inter-document distances in the adjacent model are encoded by horizontal distance, while distances in the opposite model are encoded by lightness; if the two models have similar document distances, each buddy plot line would follow a smooth gradient like the reference line at the top of the two buddyplots in Figure 1 . Sharp changes in this gradient indicate documents that have differing distances across the two models (see [1] for more details). In OCTVis, we chose to use hollow circles instead of solid disks to see overlap between documents more clearly, and replaced hue encodings with lightness to prevent overloading established color encodings for the two topic models.
CASE STUDY 4.1 Methodology
To test the viability of OCTVis on real data, we ran a case study with domain experts on two corpora of comments from online discussion forums: one for diabetes patients, the other for ovarian cancer patients. The two corpora have very different sizes (see Table 1 ). For each corpus, the two topic models being compared were generated with differing methods: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] , and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [15] ; both set to generate five topics. For the ontology mapping, we used the UMLS Semantic Network [17] . For each topic, we computed its segregation from the other topics in the same model using the average cosine similarity of pairwise topic vectors. As for the set of documents that were actually shown in the visualization, in order to keep the case study manageable in term of time, a sample of the comments was selected and shown: 34 for the diabetes corpus and 27 for the ovarian cancer corpus. We assume, given more time, the domain and NLP experts would consider different and possibly larger samples of the data to perform a more in-depth comparison of the topic models. Our four domain experts were all clinicians, who work with patients directly or facilitate online patient discussions. At the start of the study, we provided the experts with a definition of topic modeling and ontologies, and asked about whether they thought topic modeling can be informative in understanding a possibly large set of documents, whether they had a clear idea what a 'good' topic model should look like, and whether or not ontologies are useful in evaluating topic model quality. After this questionnaire, each domain expert was guided through the features of OCTVis on a fictional sample dataset and topics. During the main study, they were presented with one of two datasets and were free to explore the data using the interface. Since the goal of our interface involves facilitating communication between domain experts and NLP researchers, one of our NLP researchers discussed the results of the topic models and prompted topic model comparison with the domain expert throughout the main study. We were interested in how the interface, through topic model comparison with and without mapping to an ontology, could improve this communication and facilitate expert evaluation of the topic models. After the study, we asked the domain experts the same questions at the start to see whether their beliefs about topic models and ontologies changed, and asked for generic feedback on the interface.
Results
The case study indicated that OCTVis was useful in comparing the two models. From the pre-study and post-study questionnaires (see Table 2 ), we found that all the experts reported that their perception of topic model quality became clearer after using the interface (TM, TQ). Their belief that topic modeling can be informative in understanding a large set of documents was strong before and remained strong after the study. However, two experts lowered their assessment for the usefulness of ontologies, mainly because they found that the provided ontology was too generic.
Ontology Mapping (O): Two of our experts found the ontology mapping to be a useful high-level overview of the topics discussed. They were able to re-evaluate their understanding of topics based on their ontology mappings. For instance, in the ovarian cancer corpus, one topic with top keywords "chemo just time taxol like did good" mapped strongly to the ontology concept "Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure", and no other topics in either model mapped as strongly to this concept. With this information, the two experts were able to identify this topic as a cohesive and well-segregated topic about cancer treatment that the other model failed to capture. On the contrary, the other two experts found that the mapping contained concepts that were too general or uninformative. Because of this, enhancing OCTVis with techniques for interactive topic modeling (e.g., [11, 12, 14] ) to allow domain experts to identify more specific and relevant sets of ontology concepts is our priority in future work.
Topic Alignment (TA): All the domain experts used the topic alignment graph to compare aligned topics and identify differences between a pair of similar topics. Generally, they found that the NMF Table 2 : Pre-study and post-study questionnaire responses. Domain experts were asked how strongly they agreed with the following statements (scale from 1-5, with 0.5 increments, where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree): (S1) Topic modeling can be informative in understanding a possibly large set of documents. model generated more coherent topics than the LDA model. For the diabetes corpus, one domain expert found that the LDA topics were more high level, covering the corpus with broad terms (like "diabetes" and "study"), whereas the NMF topics were more concrete (e.g. diet related terms "carbs", "sugar", "fat") . In the ovarian cancer discussions, another expert found that the LDA topics captured more medical issues (e.g., treatment, symptoms) while the NMF topics captured more psychosocial issues (e.g., emotions, people). This led the domain and NLP experts to consider the possibility of combining the two models in future work. Exploring Documents (DD, DT, DW): This was especially useful to two of the clinicians who used in-depth exploration of the documents to assess topic quality and improve their understanding of the topics. For instance, in the diabetes corpus, the documenttopic distribution and highlighted keywords in individual documents helped confirm labels for topics including "exercise" and "diet", as well as determining that a "medication" topic was missed by both models. The other two experts mainly focused their analysis on the topic and ontology alignments.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We expand on prior work in topic modeling visualization by enabling NLP and domain experts to compare topic models at multiple granularities, from high-level domain-specific mappings into ontology concepts, to in-depth document keyword exploration. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use a domain ontology to help interpret topics, and also the first to perform an evaluation of a topic modeling comparison interface with prospective users. Such evaluation as a proof-of-concept, through a case study with clinicians, has shown several potential benefits of our proposal. Future user studies to compare systems with and without specific features will be beneficial for more thorough evaluation. A key venue for future work is scalability to larger numbers of topics, ontology concepts, and documents. Interactive techniques including filtering and drilling down can tackle the issue of scale on many data dimensions. Topics, documents, and ontologies can be clustered hierarchically and allow users to explore the data space at multiple granularities. For instance, for large ontologies, analysis could focus on more fine-grained subtrees that are specific for relevant topics (e.g. cancer or diabetes sub-ontologies for our corpora) and allow interactive expansion and collapse of these concepts. While the alignment encoding with parallel coordinates can become cluttered with dozens of topics or concepts, heatmap matrices and other space-filling idioms can scale more effectively; our topic-ontology mappings can be redundantly encoded with these visual encodings as well.
